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BACKGROUND:
Southampton Common Forum (SCF) works constructively in partnership with Southampton City Council (SCC),
stakeholders and users of Southampton Common to improve it for the benefit of all its users and the citizens of
Southampton.
In 2017 SCF undertook a large survey of Southampton residents and users of the Common to understand their
views about the Common and its future. This, along with a wide range of meetings and other engagements, was
used to inform the development of a strategic plan for the Common by SCF in partnership with SCC. It was
approved by SCC in December 2018.
The survey highlighted a number of important issues. SCF established three working groups to address the
following “hot topics”:
•
•
•

Safety & Green Travel
Landscape & Toilets
The Rejuvenation of the Hawthorns Urban Wildlife Centre.

The working groups are intended to provide creative, imaginative blue sky thinking that draws on research and
best practice elsewhere (nationally and internationally) to develop a deeper understanding of the issues involved.
They are also intended to broaden engagement by bringing together a diverse range of people, views and
expertise.
Their reports will help to inform the management plans that will be developed by SCC in 2019 to underpin the
strategic plan.
SCF is very grateful to all those who have participated in this working group:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tanya Bellows, Chair, member of SCF Management Committee
Barbara Claridge, Hon. Sec. Highfield Residents Association
Beth Gates
Jerry Gillen, Chair, Highfield Residents Association
Mac MacBride
Ian Bailey, Outreach Officer, SCC
Dave Johnston, Secretary, SCF
Liz Gates
Sue Ingham
Lindsay McCulloch, SCC
Kate Martin, SCF
Hilary Bradley, SCC
Ivan Pearson
Karen Wardley
Trish Spitieri
Aaron Laishley

SCF would also like to thank
•
•

Brent Meheux, Head of Visual Communication and Applied Arts, Solent University
Will Rosie, Community Artists

and all those who kindly volunteered to contribute to the redecoration of the Activity Room.
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Figure 1: The Hawthorns Activity Room in 2018, prior to redecoration.

Figure 2: Activity space at Hengistbury Head Visitor Centre
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INTRODUCTION
The group has met eight times, and members of the group have visited a number of visitor centres outside
Southampton to inform its work. These included Brownsea Island, Cambridge Botanical Gardens, Eling Tide Mill,
Hengistbury Head, Hillier’s Garden, Itchen Valley Country Park, Kew Gardens, Lepe Beach, Moors Valley Country
Park, Royal Victoria Country Park, Steamer Point, Titchfield Haven, Testwood Lake and Black Hill Regional Park,
Maryland, USA.
These visits have been inspirational but have highlighted how far the Hawthorns lags behind current good
practice and thus the urgent need to improve it. A “Rejuvenation of the Hawthorns” Facebook group was
established to share information and also ideas from other similar centres. Photos of other visitors’ centres are
contained in this report.
The group has considered two aspects:
•
•

Short-term fixes.
The vision of the Hawthorns for its long-term future development.

The short-term fixes were the subject of the group’s first interim report in September 2018.
This report updates on progress in implementing the short-term fixes and also considers the vision.

Figure 3: Unmaintained and overgrown exhibit at the Hawthorns
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SHORT TERM FIXES
The initial interim report of 16th September 2018 made wide ranging recommendations for the improvement of
the Hawthorns. It was discussed at an internal meeting by Hawthorns staff. Their responses are contained in the
annotated version of the report at Appendix A. A subsequent meeting was held between Hawthorns staff and
Southampton Common Forum, including Tanya Bellows and Mac MacBride on behalf of the working group, in
order to agree the way forward.
It was welcomed that some of the recommended actions had already been carried out, or are in hand, namely:
•
•

•

•

Cleaning the front gates
Installing a water bottle refill station by the Hawthorns front entrance. Another refill station will also be
installed at the kiosk in the new play area. SCF have also applied to the Leeds Building Society
Community fund for a third to be sited at a site for convenient for Parkrunners. These stations will be a
significant aid to reducing the use of single-use plastic bottles on the Common as well as litter. At the
time of writing (end April 2019) the installation is still awaited despite the completion of the
procurement of the stations.
Offering a cashless payment service in the café. It is understood that the BT line to the Hawthorns is
being upgraded to support cashless payments. However, the contract with the current leaseholder of the
café does not require this to facility to be provided.
Removal of the porta cabin from the front yard. This is in hand and is awaiting the plan for Holly Lodge
Yard where it is likely to be moved as part of establishing a Common volunteer hub. The condition of the
container may mean it has to be scrapped. A crane will be needed to lift it onto a vehicle which well then
move it to its new site and the crane will have to lift it into its new position. SCC is establishing the cost of
this. This work has been assigned to a Project Manager and it is currently estimated that it will take a
minimum of six months.

There is no definite timescale to provide a range of basic management data (e.g. educational activities, garden
opening times, volunteer numbers etc)
SCC will keep the recommendations under review and wherever appropriate will work to complete with SCF the
various elements of it.
It was agreed, that given the slender resources available to both SCC and SCF, the refurbishment to the Activity
Room will be the first priority. Specifically:
•

•
•
•
•

This work would be undertaken by Easter 2019. However, the group has subsequently agreed that a
longer timescale will be required in order to benefit from the involvement of Solent University students
(see below).
This will build on the excellent ideas of Ian Bailey for redesigning the room, see Appendix B.
We will need to engage people with artistic talent and decorating skills.
SCC will provide funding for the materials required, SCF may need to supply some tools (i.e., paint
brushes) as well as volunteer effort.
It is hoped to ensure that this can become a community involvement project.

A project management team has subsequently been established involving Ian Bailey (SCC) and Mac MacBride and
Barbara Claridge (SCF).
Once this work was completed, other aspects of the report will be addressed.
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In the New Year a meeting was held at The Hawthorns with Brent Meheux, Head of Visual Communication and
Applied Arts, at Solent University and the project management team with a view to involving students in the
Activity Room project. Unfortunately, given the time of year it was not possible to involve students.
However, a local Community Artist, Will Rosie, was engaged by SCC to redecorate the Activity Room along the
lines described above. SCF worked closely with SCC, who also provided resources for painting materials. Together
with a range of volunteers the work has proceeded very well and it is anticipated that the Activity Room will be
redecorated by the end of May 2019.

Figure 4: Volunteers redecorating the Activity Room

Dave Johnston (SCF) facilitated two bids to the University of Southampton Business Opportunity programme
which have been approved. This resulted in four undergraduate students undertaking a study to understand what
teachers want and need in organising school trips for secondary schools to the Hawthorns and Common. A range
of recommendations were made including using QR codes.
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Figure 5: Overgrown pond at the Hawthorns

Figure 4: Dipping pool at Stour Valley Visitor Centre
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THE VISION OF THE HAWTHORNS FOR ITS LONG TERM FUTURE DEVELOPMENT.
The group considered at some length the future of The Hawthorns. They distilled this down to the following vision
statement:
VISION STATEMENT
"The Hawthorns Centre showcases The Common, its importance within the City of Southampton and is a
welcoming place to meet and learn.
It is an inspirational community hub, organised to raise awareness of the natural environment and highlight
human impact by modelling positive and progressive approaches and attitudes to conservation."
MAIN FUNCTIONS
The future Hawthorns will have the following key functions. It will:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Offer a warm welcome to the Common for all users, visitors and communities.
Be a central information and education hub for the Common that:
o Engages and informs visitors about the Common, its natural environment, wildlife and heritage.
o Facilitates and encourages visitors in leading more environmentally-friendly and healthy lives.
o Undertakes a programme of outreach activities.
o Offers stimulating activities and interactive exhibits which engage visitors.
Be a place of refreshment that provides modern and attractive
o Café facilities
o Toilet and baby changing facilities (with disabled access).
Offers merchandise connected with the Common and the Hawthorns
Provides a venue for social events and community activities.
Actively promotes itself and the Common to the general public.

ETHOS
The Hawthorns will adopt and promote a culture that is:
•
•
•
•
•

Respectful of all people and the natural environment.
Collaborative, cooperative and cohesive.
Welcoming and open to all.
Inspiring and uplifting
Encourages curiosity and exploration.

THE CAFE
The café will:
•
•
•
•

Welcome customers, with or without dogs.
Be comfortable and provide seating both inside and outside the building.
Encourage healthy eating and drinking habits and choices.
Offer a range of healthy, locally sourced, foods and drinks and offer options for vegans and vegetarians
and customers with allergies.

THE BUILDING
Its design will reflect the Vision and Ethos of The Hawthorns and effectively support its main functions.
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The building will be an inspirational example of best practice in an environmentally-friendly, sustainable building
in its construction, design, operation and maintenance which endeavours to
•
•
•
•
•

Minimise its carbon footprint.
Minimise its use of energy, water and materials.
Reduce its waste to zero.
Be accessible to everyone, irrespective of their physical or mental capacity.
Enhances the experience of the Common.

It will aim to achieve BREEAM 1 excellent rating.

Figure 7: View of the redecorated Activity Room prior to completion.

1 Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method
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THE VISION - IMPRESSIONS FROM ELSEWHERE
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THE VISION: EXAMPLES OF GIFTSHOPS & MERCHANDISE
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THE VISION: EXAMPLES OF CAFES
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THE VISION: EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES
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THE VISION: EXAMPLES OF VISITOR CENTRE APPROACHES
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THE VISION: EXAMPLES OF INTERIORS
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THE VISION: EXAMPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL MESSAGES
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APPENDIX A: INTERIM REPORT OF SHORT-TERM ACTIONS.

INTERIM REPORT BY SCF/SCC
“REJUVENATION OF THE HAWTHORNS” WORKING GROUP:
RECOMMENDATION OF SHORT-TERM ACTIONS
Version 1.3, 18th October 2018 with Note and Comments added from Meeting with SCC Staff
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BA CK GR O U N D
The group has met twice and has also visited a number of nearby visitor centres outside Southampton to
inform its work. These visits have been inspirational but have highlighted how far the Hawthorns lags behind
current good practice and thus the urgent need to improve it.
This report makes a series of recommendations that could quickly, and with relatively little expense, make a
large improvement to the Hawthorns as an attractive place of refreshment, information, education about the
Common, as well as providing a much better experience for the public visiting it and the Common.
The Hawthorns currently is dated, tired and unattractive and, despite the commitment of its staff, appears to
have suffered budget reductions over the years which have compromised its effectiveness and attractiveness.
The working group fully appreciates the severe funding difficulties that SCC faces; this report also makes some
suggestions s as to how additional resources could be attracted to implement them.
The working group will now go onto to consider more substantial medium and long-term options for the
Hawthorns. This report also requests information about the usage of the Hawthorns to inform this work.
It is hoped that these short-term actions, over and above improving the effectiveness of the Hawthorns pro
tem, would increase and demonstrate public engagement that would facilitate longer term solutions.
REC OM M EN D A T I ON S
E X T E R I O R:
1) Make the front more open, welcoming and visible: The visitor is currently greeted at the front door by
prominent signage explaining things that can’t or should not be done!
a)

Clean gates: it is good to see that this has been done recently.

Completed
b) Move porta cabin; we understand this is in hand.
In Hand – awaiting plan for Holly Lodge Yard where it is likely to be moved to as part of
establishing a volunteer hub, condition of container may mean it has to be scrapped rather than
moved we won’t know this until we attempt to move it. There will be a cost associated with this
as we will need a crane to lift it onto a vehicle which well then move it to its new site and the
crane will have to lift it into its new position. SCC to establish cost of this
c)

Clear and cut back foliage and trees encroaching on forecourt. Ensure this is done regularly.

This will need further discussion as one of the current aims of the centre is to bring people into
contact with wildlife and the vegetation brings butterflies and insects into an area where people
sit. It is currently seen as an integral part of the “wildlife” experience.
d) Provide café seating at the front. Ideally with tables constructed from recycled plastic.
Presumably this is intended in the area where the current container office is, so will be dependent
on it moving. The material the tables are made out will need to be decided once we know what
design we are going for and if this is to tie in with furniture in the Hawthorns and on the terrace.
It will be of sustainable origin.
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e)

Improve the building’s front entrance which is currently uninviting; repaint and brighten up
surrounding and improve the dated signage/info, e.g. seasonal panels.

Agree – the front of the Hawthorns frontage has always looked drab as it gets little sunlight due
to its aspect, however brightening up the frontage will help.
f)

Install drinking/bottle fountain (currently under discussion by SCC/SCF)

In process need to agree exact location
A couple of other points for consideration were raised
i) There is an issue with bike storage as people often either turn up without locks or have bikes and
accessories which they want to keep in view for fear of them being stolen. This does mean that we
do get people locking bikes in inappropriate places and even bringing them into the centre.
Thoughts about how this might be resolved would be good.
ii) Dogs can also be a tricky topic, we have observed people who will not enter the Hawthorns as there are
dogs tied to either the tethering ring or to the benches at the front. We have also observed people
who will not bring their dog into the Hawthorns because there are other dogs already there. We are
not sure there is a solution to this, but it needs thought if we are promoting more use.
2) Improve the wildlife garden and its accessibility. Currently it appears the public access is very limited, and
it is in a sorry state. In earlier times it was an excellent, well maintained area that was open to the public
and played a key role in education and understanding the Common’s natural environment.
The below was discussed in great detail with no resolution. The area, its management and evolution are
complex and need further discussion. It was agreed that the area needs much better interpretation and
signage and this needs to be included in the interior of the Hawthorns. It was suggested that the Activity
Room should reflect the seasons and what is going on in the wildlife area in an attempt to provide visitors
with an understanding of the area. A largenumber of plant species have been introduced into this area over
the years and this has resulted in some rare invertebrates (for example: …..), It would be useful quantify this
in some way before making decisions on the grounds. It was felt that some of the habitats represented (or
at least some of the plants) which used to be on the Common have now been lost to the Common through a
mixture of unsympathetic management and increased usage through events etc. The Hawthorns garden is
now the only place to find them. This also needs thought and management.
With all of this in mind we are happy to explore all of the below, but feel it needs a meeting of key people.
a) Find an imaginative solution that allows much greater general public access.
b) If necessary, make minor improvements to the walkways to make them safer.
c) Add attractive and informative/educational signage. The current signage is very old, tired and often
obscured by overgrowth.
d) Clear foliage encroaching on the benches and signage.
IN T E R IO R:
The ambience of the Hawthorns is dated and, in particular, rather gloomy as many of the windows are
occluded by exterior vegetation:
1) Improve ambience:
a) Cut back and manage exterior vegetation to improve the natural light throughout the building.
Agree – need to supply blinds to the windows in the café area as the vegetation has been allowed to
grow to cut down light from the building going onto the grounds. Once we have these the bushes
can be cleared.
b) Introduce signage encouraging environmental awareness, e.g., about turning off lights and taps.
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Agree – many of these used to be up but were cleared to declutter the space, the team have some good ideas of
how this could be reinvigorated, so it would be good to share
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2) Improve café experience:
a) Offer a cashless payment service.
This is in hand and should be In place in January
b) Improve/increase vegetarian/vegan/GF/allergen food offer. Currently there is a very limited
vegetarian offer and no distinct allergen free offer.
This was attempted both when the café was run by SCC and when it was licensed to the current
catering company. In both cases we found that these types of offers were not taken up and
there was considerable wastage. It is therefore an economic decision not to provide this type
of offer, which is particularly important as the café only breaks even.
c) Improve outside seating, front and back.
Happy to discuss further, do we want a branded approach to the furniture, good quality robust furniture is
not cheap. The licensee of the café only replaced the picnic bench furniture earlier this year.
d) Make provision in café for use by dogs and their owners.
The Hawthorns has always been dog free, one reason is that many of the plants on the grounds are delicate
and we can’t trust dog owners not to let their dogs lose in the area. We also have issues with school children
using the building and do not want dogs in the area also. The café licensee also does not want dogs in the
café and it is felt that it may dissuade some of their clients from using the café anymore.
e) Use the walls for attractive information displays etc, e.g., art exhibitions by local artists.
There is already some photographs from a local artist in the café room, so open to this idea, if the art can be
kept relevant to the Common.
3) Activity Room:
This is currently dated, tired and unattractive. The equipment is in poor condition. However, the room
itself has plenty of potential for improvement
a)

Improve natural light from windows by cutting back exterior foliage.

The main block to light in this room is the awning over the pizza area
which is solid – not sure what we can do about that in the short term. The
other window has views onto foliage but the sun does come through the
window, happy to look at anything that can be improved though.
b) Remove outdated display to create more open space
Agree – this rook needs a whole make-over
c)

Refurbish room with modern and attractive displays giving information about the Common its natural
resources and cultural heritage that makes linkages onto the Common.
Agree
d) Improve visibility of bird food dispenser and link it to new informative signage by duck pond.
Any good ideas welcomed
4) Toilets:
a) Redecorate and provide relevant modern information/graphics as above.
This is due a repaint soon by the café licensee, but we did discuss whether there was an opportunity to
make the toilets themed on conservation type topics, for example painting the gents as if you are walking
into an underwater pond area,
RA I SE P RO FI L E O F T H E HA W T HO R N S
The awareness of the Hawthorns by the general public needs to be improved. It is difficult to find out about
activities that take place there or, indeed, its existence or location by users of the Common which is
exacerbated by its retiring physical presence. It has a very low online presence; there are some very basic
pages on the SCC website that are difficult to find; there is no social media presence. Compare this to the
much more engaging and active online and social media presence of Hengistbury Head Visitor Centre or Moors
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Valley Country Park.
a)

Better signage at Common entrances that refer to the Hawthorns.
Agree – signage can be expensive, the entrance signs are around £1000 - £1500 each printed and
erected. There may be a way to get additional Hawthorns signage attached. It may also be a volunteer
task to help with cleaning the signs?
b) Branding refresh – currently the frog logo is dated and has low impact.
People do recognise and like the frog logo, although it was never intended to be the “brand”. We are
open to branding, but do not want to get into new branding for branding’s sake.
c) Step up social media profile of Hawthorns and its activities, including advertising on SCC comm.s
channels more effectively and, ideally, a dedicated and engaging website.
Agree – we have a certain amount of control over our own web pages but will need to convince
our Comms team with other media campaigns.
A T T R A C T IN G A D D IT IO N A L RES OU RC ES :
The working group appreciates that these short terms actions will require resources and that SCC resources
are limited. The working group is committed to assisting SCC to implement the above by attracting new
resources to implement the above.
FU N D R A I SI N G:
Some possibilities:
•
•

•
•

Tesco Community Grants:
https://www.tescoplc.com/little-helps-plan/places-communities/community-grants/
Waitrose Community Matters:
https://www.waitrose.com/content/waitrose/en/home/inspiration/community_matters.ht
ml
Prince of Wales Charitable Foundation:
https://www.princeofwalescharitablefoundation.org.uk/apply-for-a-grant/apply
Big Lottery, Reaching Communities Fund:
https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/funding/programmes/reaching-communities-england
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•
•

The working group is grateful to HRA for generously offering to fund some of the
minor works.
SCF to conduct a crowd funding campaign.

V O L U N T E E R AS S I S T AN C E & C OM MU N IT Y E N GA GE M E N T :
•

•

SCF and SCC work with the two local universities to mobilise assistance from students:
o Run a student competition for the refurbishment of the Activity Room. Engage the public
in the competition, e.g.,. voting and/or commenting on social media to inform the winning
entry.
o Work with Solent University/Winchester School of Art to provide graphics design
expertise and materials for branding refresh, signage and display materials.
Mobilise student/community assistance in a range of tasks needed for the above, e.g.,
cutting back/managing vegetation end encroachment, refurbishment of Activity Room,
painting and
decorating, etc.

F U RT H ER I N F ORM A T I O N
To continue its work the working group requests the following information:
1) The number of Hawthorns volunteers, their activities and number of hours they have given over the
last three years.
Ian is working on this
2) The amount and nature of educational and outreach activities (e.g. Creepy Crawlies, Forest Schools,
Educational Group Visits; which schools, number of children, total number of hours, types of activity)
that have taken place at the Hawthorns over the last three years.
Ian is working on this
3) The times when the wildlife garden has been open and accessible to the public over the last three years.
The grounds are open from 11am to 3pm Monday to Friday and at weekends if we have suitable
volunteers on duty. However these times do change of we do not have someone at the Hawthorns to keep
an eye on them. We do not have any data on specific days closed and open.
4) The nature and length of the lease for the café.
There is no lease on the café, it is a service concession, which gives the concession holder a license to run
a catering facility from the Hawthorns center. It is similar to the concession licenses we run across the city
for our mobile catering units (ice cream vans) It is currently set to end in 2021
5) The footfall into the The Hawthorns. This is perhaps something that Hawthorns volunteers could assist
with.
We have old data on this, but have not carried out counts since the reduction in staff working at the
Hawthorns, probably the last 5 years. This could be something volunteers could do.
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APPENDIX B: IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENT TO HAWTHORNS ACTIVITY ROOM AND
GROUNDS TRAIL ( IAN BAILEY)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short term (Low-cost and test-bed for ideas)
Activity Room:Maintain existing ‘structures’ but adapt in certain areas
Paint whole room and ‘muralise’ with a simple, zoned (seasons, night, underground, aquatic, airborne
etc.) seasonal wildlife scene allowing ongoing additions as time/resources allow. (see –
‘murals/displays’)
Remove tall cupboards if contents can be pruned/relocated behind scenes
Refresh low storage with new fronts and fabric (to enable use for interchangeable Velcro activities) –
RAP 01733394941
Remove rear of tanks to maintain display options whilst allowing relocation of photocopier from
office (thus permitting creation of new ‘hatch’).
Install new hatch between office and Activity Room to enable easier visitor interaction from Office
(e.g info point/resource distribution)
Replace microscopes with fixed magnifiers/lenses – and ideally also with a fixed, tamper-proof ‘microslot’ built into existing structure (recess with clear top protecting a video microscope connected to an
adjacent screen)
Repair/replace bird-box camera and combine with bird-feeder outside AR window (by greenhouse)
for seasonal change/interest (investigate uploading footage online?)
Provide sturdy binoculars by greenhouse window – adjacent spotters’ guide etc.
Repair/update or replace ‘rota graphic’ and turning-blocks
Refresh and replace puzzles/games etc. – have a bank to enable rotation (+stock of spare parts)
Investigate alternatives to centre table-map (but… total removal would result in a large ‘blank space’!)
MURALS/DISPLAYS:All as relevant as possible to local (especially Hawthorns Grounds and Common) wildlife and features
Cross-themed opportunities wherever possible – including scope to relate wherever possible to:Habitats, Plant growth/pollination/seed dispersal/identification, Food-Chains, Life-Cycles,
Life-Processes, Kingdoms, Interdependence, Weather, Seasons (inc. changes and behaviours), Watercycle, Human effects, Common management, Sustainability, Senses, History (Common + Hawthorns –
‘Time Vine’, Tree-rings), The Hawthorns Grounds (what to do/sightings etc.).
Primarily picture-based to minimise off-putting blocks of text, but with clear labelling – possibly
relating to various ‘themes’ (as above) through colours and/or symbols therefore enabling a widerange of educational and fun activities through separate ‘Activity Cards/Apps’ that could be
developed on an ongoing basis and target different levels, topics and outcomes depending on user
requirements.
Painted and/or attached board images (cut-outs are tactile – e.g. leaf shapes)
Hanging board images etc. in roof-space
Simplify images (i.e not ‘fine art’) to give ‘friendlier’ look overall – unify style where possible.
Investigate potential for Braille labelling (tape?)
Reconsider book location(s) – make relevant.
Investigate new ‘inbuilt’ feely-boxes
Investigate sound-post options
Tanks – behind glass… ‘dead things’, magnetic games, thin tanks for minibeasts/wormery/aquatic etc.
Leaflets/handouts/crayons/crafts etc. – from hatch?
Sightings power point – seasonal videos.
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GROUNDS TRAIL:•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Identify suitable positions for multi-purpose posts – easily accessible for trail point ID (enabling selfled tours etc.)
Posts could include number, ‘flap’ for unobtrusive information, space for easy swappable trail cards,
brass rubbings, QR code
Related topical trail sheets available – online (downloadable), laminated, educational, fun
QR code could potentially link to online resources e.g. videos – would benefit from extending WiFi
from building to enable access without need for data (including tablets etc. – useful for school
visitors!)
Spotters’ sheets – physical (laminated) and potentially online for download – changed regularly
(monthly?) to show current highlights in grounds (8-12 items max. to avoid overload)
Brass rubbing trails – new versions to reflect plaques available.
Revive/replace ‘hide’, demo hive : (potential for link with local beekeepers? Or Uni?)
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Figure 5: Sketch of ideas for the Activity Room.
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